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Executive Summary
An online experiment was conducted to test if the name of new recycling streams has any impact on 
sorting accuracy. Victorian councils were surveyed to assess common names used for each bin service. 
A shortlist of four common names was compiled for each service. Respondents were randomly allocated 
one of four names for the green or purple bin and asked to examine a bin sticker with that name included. 
Respondents then conducted a sorting quiz where they were shown images of both eligible recycling 
items and items deemed contaminants. Analysis was conducted on the proportion of respondent in each 
group who correctly identified all accepted items and excluded all contaminants (i.e. had 100% sorting 
accuracy). 

For the purple bin, there were no significant differences found in sorting accuracy across the name 
conditions. Victorians consider the most appropriate name for this bin to be “glass recycling bin”. It is 
recommended this be adopted as the standard name for the purple recycling stream. 

For the green bin, “Food and garden organics” resulted in significantly greater sorting accuracy compared 
to the other name conditions. Those who saw the “Food and garden organics” condition were more likely 
to correctly sort chicken bones and leftover rice into the bin, and more likely to correctly leave out coffee 
pods. The presence of evidence to suggest “Food and garden organics” results in greater sorting 
accuracy suggests this should be adopted as the standard name for the green stream.



Methodology

A survey was conducted with a representative sample of n=1,000 
Victorians, sourced through an accredited panel provider. Quotas 
were set for age, gender and location. 
Respondents were randomly allocated into one of four bin name 
conditions for each of the two new services (green and purple). 
The bin name conditions were as follows:

• Food and garden waste bin
• FOGO bin
• Food and garden organics bin
• Green bin

• Glass bin
• Glass recycling bin
• Glass jar and bottle bin
• Purple bin



• Each respondent saw a bin sticker mock up where the bin name matched the 
condition they were assigned. Other than the name of the bin, the bin stickers 
presented were identical. 

• Respondents were told they might soon receive a new bin (or be able to place new 
items into an existing bin). They were asked to examine a sticker that might be 
placed onto the bin.  The “next” button to take respondents to the subsequent 
question didn’t appear for 20 seconds to ensure participants examined the sticker. 
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• Next, respondents were given a sorting task. 
• They were given the instruction – “For each of the items below, please select if you would 

place this item into your <INSERT BIN NAME> when you receive it.”
• The bin name that matched the condition they were assigned was shown in the question text. 
• They were then shown a list of items, randomised and shown one at time, of which some 

were eligible to be placed into the bin. While others were contaminants. The list of items 
sorted for each bin was as below:

Item Status
An apple core Accepted 
Chicken bones Accepted
Leftover rice Accepted
A plastic bag Contaminant
Coffee pods Contaminant
Tea bags Contaminant
Animal droppings Contaminant

Item Status
A beer bottle Accepted 
A wine bottle Accepted
An olive oil bottle Accepted
A sauce jar Accepted
A wine glass Contaminant
Broken mirror glass Contaminant
A plastic bag Contaminant
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Purple bin – Sorting accuracy
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The purple name condition which resulted in the highest sorting accuracy was “Purple bin”. 
There were no significant differences in sorting accuracy across name conditions for the 
purple bin. 

Question. For each of the items below, please select if you would place this item into your <INSERT CONDITION> when you receive it.?
Base. All respondents (n=1,008).
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Purple bin

Glass bin

Two in five Victorians consider “Glass recycling bin” to be the most appropriate name for the 
purple bin.

Question. What do you think is the most appropriate name for this bin?
Base. All respondents (n=1,008).

Purple bin – Preferred name



Green bin – sorting accuracy
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The green name condition which resulted in the highest sorting accuracy was “Food and 
garden organics bin”. “Food and garden organics bin” resulted in significantly higher sorting 
accuracy compared to “FOGO bin” and “Green bin”. 

Question. For each of the items below, please select if you would place this item into your <INSERT CONDITION> when you receive it.?
Base. All respondents (n=1,008).



Green bin – preferred name

Food and garden waste 45%bin

Green bin 24%

Food and garden organics 16%

FOGO 15%

Question. What do you think is the most appropriate name for this bin?
Base. All respondents (n=1,008).

More than two in five Victorians consider “Food and garden waste bin” to be the most 
appropriate name for the green bin. 


